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Abst rac t - -A  linear diffusion convection equation for the transport of a single chemical compo- 
nent through a membrane is coupled with a linear reaction equation describing interaction of the 
diffusing chemical with an immobile reactant. Expressions are derived for the flux responses in and 
out of the membrane to given concentrations applied at one side of the membrane while zero con- 
centration is maintained at the other. These fluxes are compared with the corresponding fluxes for 
the complementary experiment inwhich the imposed boundary concentration at the two faces of the 
membrane are interchanged. Ussing-type flux-ratio relationships are obtained for the outflow fluxes, 
but the inflow fluxes respond in a different way, and it is found that the difference of the influxes for 
complementary experiments remain constant for all time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies of chemical transport  through biological membranes often involve measurements of chem- 
ical fluxes responding to imposed chemical concentrations on one side of a membrane. The Danish 
physiologist Ussing pioneered a technique for investigating membrane transport  kinetics by com- 
paring fluxes from reciprocal experiments in which the imposed boundary concentrations are 
transposed to opposite sides of the membrane [1]. His analysis of diffusion-convection models of 
the transport  considered systems tart ing from zero concentration, with zero concentration main- 
tained on one side and a constant concentration on the other. Such boundary conditions were 
found to generate a flux out of the zero-concentration boundary, which was in many cases in a 
constant ratio to the corresponding flux for the reciprocal experiment. The deviation of this ratio 
from unity is a measure of the asymmetry of the transport  equations and indicates the presence 
of a potential  gradient driving convection and enhancing the flux in one direction. The constancy 
of this ratio for all times, even in the presence of such asymmetries, is quite counterintuit ive but 
has now been demonstrated theoretically for a large class of models [2-5]. 
These fascinating results have tended to focus attention on just one half of the membrane re- 
sponse to the imposed boundary and initial concentrations, the outfluxes at the zero-concentration 
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boundary. In this note, we examine the influxes at the opposite boundary. For linear one- 
dimensional membrane models with constant diffusivity, constant convective velocity and con- 
stant trapping parameters for the transport of a single chemical, we find an influx result for 
reciprocal experiments similar to that of Ussing, but involving the flux difference instead of the 
ratio. It is shown that the difference between the influxes for the reciprocal experiments i
constant for all time and gives a measure of the driving potential augmenting the diffusion. 
The transport model equations in one-dimensional form are formulated in nondimensional 
form in Section 2 and solved using Laplace transform techniques for the fluxes into and out of 
the membrane for pairs of complementary experiments in Section 3. Analogous expressions are 
derived in Section 4 for accumulated fluxes and their asymptotic long time behaviour. When 
the boundary conditions are constant, the linear asymptotes for the outfiuxes for complementary 
experiments are found to intersect on the time axis, while the corresponding asymptotes for the 
influxes are found to intersect on the accumulating flux axis. 
2. TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
The diffusion-reaction equations considered here form a linear system with constant coefficients 
describing diffusion with trapping on an interval (0, L). A concentration c(x, t) of a chemical com- 
ponent is trapped and immobilized as another phase or component at a concentration w(x, t). 
The flux j (x ,  t) of c(x, t) is governed by a fixed diffusivity D and potential v, while the trap- 
ping kinetics are described by constant binding and release coefficients k* and A*, so that the 
concentrations c(x, t) and w(x, t) are solutions of the system of equations 
COG(X, t) cOj(x, t) cOw(x, t) 
o---i-- + = cot ' (1) 
coc(x,t) + vc(x,t),  O < x < L, t > O, (2) j (x , t )  = -D  COx 
Ow(x, t) = k* c - t* w. (3) 
Ot 
The symmetry of these equations under reflection about x = L/2 is broken only by the convection 
term with constant coefficient v; when in addition the sign of v is reversed, the equations are 
unchanged. 
The differential equations (1)-(3) for c(x, t), w(x, t) and flux j (x ,  t) subject o initial conditions 
c(x, O) = w(x, O) = 0, and prescribed boundary conditions c(0, t) and c(L, t), can be expressed in 
the dimensionless forms 
OG(x , T) OJ(x, T) COW(x, T) 
07 + COX COt (4) 
cOc(x, ) 
J (X ,~ ' ) -  cO~ +fiG(x,~-), 0<X< 1, T>0,  (5) 
cOw(x,  : kC(x ,  -  W(x, r ) ,  (6) 
cOT 
where the nondimensional parameters are 
D x vL L 2 . .  L 2 
c(x, T) = coG(x, t), w(X, 7) = coW(x, t), J(X, T) = ~coJ(X, t), 
so that G(x, O) = O, C(O, T) = c(O,t)/Co -- f(~') and C(1,T) = c(L,t)/co -- g(T). 
We need only solve this system for the case  f (7" )  = 0 and g(T) arbitrary, since the complemen- 
tary problem for which g(t) = 0, defining C* and W*, is obtained from this by changing the sign 
of ~. The sum of these cases gives the solution of the problem with general boundary conditions. 
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3. FLUX RESPONSE OF SYSTEMS 
The steady-state concentration C ss corresponding to f ( r )  = 0 and 9(T) = 1, and approached 
as r tends to infinity, together with the steady-state fluxes Ji~, Josst in through X = 1 and out 
through X = 0, are given by 
/3 e ~x - 1 
c:% ~ - = - (7) ee - 1' J:~ a°sst e~ -- 1 
The general t ime-dependent problem readily yields to Laplace transform techniques and 
/7 /0 ¢( ) ( ,p )  = e ( -P ' )C(x ,  r )d r ,  J (X ,P )  = e ( -pr ) j (x ,  r)  dr  (8) 
satisfy the equations 
02C(x,p) /30C(x,p) p(p + A + k) 
0x2 ~ p + ~ O(x ,p )  = 0, (9) 
0C 
J (X ,P )  - +/30(X ,p) ,  (10) &( 
C'(O,p) = / (p ) ,  C ' (1 ,p)  = g(P).  ( i i )  
I t  fo l lows that  C(X,P) = A1 eu:x + A2 e/t2x, where  #i are the  roots  of  
#2 _/3# 
The boundary  conditions 
C(0,p)  = f (p )  = A i  + A2, 
p(p + A + k) _ O, (12) 
p+A 
6'(1,p) = g(P) = Ale - / t :  + A2e -/t=, (13) 
lead to the following expressions for Ai and O(X,p): 
re~t= - 9 9 - fe/t~ 
A1 - (e/t= -- etL1) ' A2 -- (eu= - e / t : ) '  (14) 
o(x ,v )  = (]e/t2 - 9) e/ t '~ - ( ie " '  - o) e/t=~ 
(e/t= - e/t:) ' (15)  
and the flux transform 
j(X,T) = ( f  eft2 - -9)  ~tl e/t:X -- ( ]  e/ti - -g ) "2  e/t=X /3( ]  ep'= --g) g/t:X - - (re~t: --g) e/t2X 
(eu= - e/t:)  + (e/t= - eU, ) (16) 
This leads to the boundary flux expressions 
2(0 ,  r )  = (]e/t~ - 0) (/3 - . : )  - (re/t: - 0) (9  - .2 )  
(e/t= - e/t:) ' (17) 
,J(l, r)  = ( fez  - 9e/t:) (/3 - it:) - ( f@ - 9e/t=) (/3 - #2) 
(e'= - e": )  (18)  
Cons ider  the  case f = 0, and  compare  the  f luxes in at  X = 1 and  out  at  X = 0 w i th  the  
corresponding fluxes for the complementary solution for which the sign of/3 is reversed. It can 
be seen that  the roots #* for the complementary case are given by #~ = tt~ + 3, and so we have 
)~. = - ] (1 ,p )  = 0 [e": (/3 - m)  - e.2(/3 - m)] 
(e/t2 - e": ) 
J~i, = - ] * (1 ,p )  = 9 [e / t : ( - tq )  - e/t2(-t~2)] 
(e/t~ - e / t , )  
Fou~ = - ,](O,p) - 9(~2 - tL~) (19) 
,i~.~ = -J*(O,p) = 9(~z - i*~)e -~ (2oi 
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The pair of output flux expressions give the Ussing flux ratio result 
"]out = "]oute-/3 so that Jgut(T) = Jout(T)e -B, (21) 
while the pair of inflow flux expressions gives an equally simple relationship 
Jin - ~* = -/30 or  Jin(T) - Ji~(T) = --/3g(T). (22) 
The Ussing result obtained here for the out fluxes has been shown to hold in much more general 
circumstances [1-5]. The diffusivity D and the velocity term v may both be be functions of x, 
and the geometry may be N-dimensional. Such extensions are unlikely to hold for influxes, since 
the initial behavior is governed predominantly by the geometry and physical properties of the 
medium near the input boundary~ 
4. ACCUMULATED FLUXES 
The amounts  Qin(T), Qout(7-) of diffusate which pass into and out of the membrane in time T 
in the case that f = 0, and the corresponding quantities for the complementary experiment, axe 
given by the expressions 
so  that  
fo "F Qo~t(T) = Jout(S) ds, 
Qi~(~-) = Ji~(s) as, 
fo ~" Oout(T) = Jout(S) ds, 
QinO-) = Jin(S) as, 
(23) 
(24) 
Qout(T) = e~Qout(T) 
f0 T Qin(T) - Qi*n(T) ---- --/3 9(s) ds. 
(25) 
(26) 
In cases where the integral of 9(T) converges as t ~ oo, for example when g is a step function, 
these formulae define the total amount of chemical in and out of the membrane during the 
experiment. Thus, 
• • f0 °c 
qout(oo) = e Qout(Oo), Qin(OO) - Qin(OO) = -Z  g(s) ds. (27) 
These results have a more general setting. We see from (4)-(6) that 
fo T r0e(x,s) ow(x,s) 
L - -b--~ + as 
] °/or OJ(x, T____.__~) dT= C(X, ~') + W(X, T) + -~X J(x, s) ds = O, 
+ OX 
(28) 
fo T O0 J(X, s) ds = -~--~X (X, T) + /30(X, T), (29) 
where O(x, T) = fO C(X, s) ds. 
C(X, 7) and W(X, T) also decay to zero as T --~ OO, and then it follows from (28),(29) that 
Since g(7) ---* 0 as ~- ---, oc if its integral is to converge, then 
O J(X,T) dT=--OX 2(x)+ ox(x)=O' OX 
/5 0(0) = 0, 0(1) = I = g(s) ds, 
(30) 
(31) 
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where O(X) = O(X, oo) = fo  C(X, s) ds. Note that  (30),(31) sti l l  hold if the t rapp ing  react ion is 
non l inear  w i th  the general  form 
OW 
0~ = F(c,  w) ,  (32) 
prov ided  (as expected  on phys ica l  grounds)  C(X, T) and W(X, 7) sti l l  go to zero as r --~ oc, and 
th is  genera l i zat ion  preserves the invar iance of the sys tem under  reversal  of the  sign of both  1/2 - X 
and 3. In th is  case, we see from (28),(29) by in tegrat ing  wi th  respect  to .~ from zero to one that  
Qin (c<)) Qout ((:x)) ~ • = -- e Qout(Oo) -- eZQ~n(OC). (33) 
Moreover, 
fo ~ o0 .) _~z~_o [~-~o(~)] = K, J(~,~)d~ = -~(  + 90(x) = o~ 
/? 0(0) = 0, 0(1) = I = g(s) ds (34) 
where  K is a constant  given by K = 3I/(1 - e ~) since O(X) = K(1  - eZX)/3 and 0(1) = I .  Thus,  
/ i  ~ 3z _ 3z 
Qin(oo) - -  J(1, r )d~-=K-  l _e~ , Qi*(oo) 1_  e_3 ,  (as) 
3I -3 I  
Qin(OO) - Qi*n(OC) - 1 - e3 1 -- e -3  -- 3 I .  (36) 
A s imi lar  resul t  may be obta ined  for the case where v is constant ,  whi le D is x -dependent  but  
symmetr ic  about  X = 1/2. 
In cases where g(~-) tends  to a nonzero constant  goo as o- ~ oc, equat ions  (23) (25) give the 
asymptot ic  behav ior  for Qout(T) for large t ime 
f0 T f0" Qout(T) Jout(S) ds ss ss ~ ss (7- = = Jout ~- - [J~ut - Jout(S)] ds - Jo~ut ~-L), (37) 
where /? SS SS J~ut TL -~ [J~ut -- Yout (s)] ds, (38) 
def in ing TL, which we shal l  call the output  t ime- lag  for th is  problem.  The  output  t ime- lag  for 
the complementary  prob lem is given by 
fO C 
* SS * * SS * JoutrL ---- [Jout - Jout(S)] ds, (39) 
so that  f rom (21), 
SS * ~ ~/ (30  JoutTL [,]ss t -- Yout(8)] d8. (40) 
Therefore,  7-~ : rL, and as (37) shows, when Qout(7) and Qout(r )  are p lo t ted  aga inst  7, their  
asymptotes  for large 7 wil l  intersect  on the T-axis at  thei r  common output  t ime- lag  T = 7L = ~-~. 
On the other  hand,  the asymptotes  for the inflow prob lems are given by s imi lar  express ions 
and equat ions  for the t ime- lags,  and we see from (24) that  
. . . .  [ jss , ] .  s~ (~in( T/, - -  (~ in (T )  = [ J iSn  s - Jin ]T - L in - Jin(S)j ds +. [, i~ - J~*n(s)j a,~ (41) 
£ = t iger - 3 ]g~ - g(s)] as. (42) 
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The intercepts Qin,0 and Qin,0 of these asymptotes with the Q-axis at 7 = 0, given by 
Qin,0 : JSSTin,L, Qin,0 -- JinSST"i*,L, (43) 
satisfy 
_ • = J inTin,L *ss * ~_/n c~ Qin,0 Qin,0 ss - Jin Tin,L -~ /3 [g(8) -- Boo] ds.  (44) 
For constant  g, these asymptotes  intersect on the Q-axis. Formulae can be obtained for these 
t ime-lags from the Laplace transforms of the fluxes. Thus, 
~o °° e -p r  [ J~ - Jin(1, T)] d f  = ~'ns + ~ [e~' (/3 - ,1 )  - e "~ (• - #2)] (45) 
p eP~2 -- e~l ' 
and if the l imit as p tends to zero exists, it gives jSSnTL, where T L is the time-lag. 
Expand ing  to the f irst-order terms in p gives 
Z e -pr  [JiSS, - Jin(1, T)] dv = J~SnS P - D + 7 -  [e~ - 1 f~ ' 
where ~ = (1 + A/k)  mad so as p goes to zero, we get 
Tin,L : 1 - ds  + -~ [eZ - 1 /3 " 
The corresponding expression for the output  t ime- lag is 
Tout, L : 1 - ) ds  + -~ -~ 1 " 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The information gleaned from complementary  membrane flux expressions could be enhanced 
by examining the influxes as well as the outfluxes of diffusate. The outfluxes appear  to present 
a global perspect ive on the t ransport  asymmetr ies which does not change with t ime. On the 
other hand, the influxes init ial ly respond to the local propert ies in the neighborhood of the input 
boundaries,  and as t ime progresses their behavior becomes modif ied by medium propert ies over 
larger regions eventual ly encompassing the whole domain. 
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